
Long Term Learning Plan - Art

Subject:

“Magic and Gift” of the subject - Students have the opportunity to be creative / independent thinkers
in contrast to the academic structured courses on the curriculum.

- Acquire skills to create the own artwork, whether it is in school or
beyond.

- Knowledge of the art world, with an insight to other artists and
cultures.

- An outlet for expressing moral and social views.
- Create a secure and nurturing environment to allow for personal

expression
- Prepare the students for a post 16 creative curriculum

Careers (salaries)

The creative industries are the fastest growing sector for employment
in the UK. The average salary for Artist jobs is £42,500. In December
2018, the average salary for Artist jobs rose by £416 (13%)

How much does an Artist make in the United Kingdom in 2022?

Based on 3801 salaries
The average artist salary in the United Kingdom is £30,204 per year or
£15.49 per hour. Entry level positions start at £21,033 per year while most
experienced workers make up to £55,071 per year.

Notable high profile alumni (Park
School and “famous”)

Adrian Dutt - illustrator working in Bristol
Olivia May – fashion director
Amy Tofield - Professional Illustrator
Charlie Lane Bush - Illustrator
Corinne Young  - fine artist
Sarah Spencer -  Art Cambridge University.
Ryan Isaac Slade School of Art
Peggy Leaver – Glasgow School of Art
Alys Binns – Bath College – Graphic Designer
Brendon Taylor –Gallery in Frigiliana in Spain
Robbie Keast – Artist
Annie Roseveare – Art education.
Famous
Damien Hirst
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Peter Randall Page

Degrees and Best Universities
(Global?)

Slade School of Art
Goldsmiths
UCL / Saint Martins
Chelsea
Russell Group
London College of Fashion
Glasgow School of Art

Post 16 Courses and Destinations A level Art - Exeter College, Petroc, Queen Elizabeth’s College, Ilfracombe
College, West Buckland School, Bideford College

Petroc
Art and Design Btec Diploma Level 2
Art and Design Extended Diploma Level 3
Art and Design Btec Diploma in Foundation Studies Level 3

Exeter College
3-Dimensional Design (Product Design)
Level 3  A Level
Art and Design
Level 1  BTEC Level 1 Introductory Diploma
Art and Design
Level 2  UAL Diploma - Level 2
Creative Media Production and Technology (TV and Film)
Level 3  Level 3 Diploma/Extended Diploma (UAL)
Fashion and Textiles
Level 3  A Level
Fashion and Textiles
Level 3  Level 3 Diploma/Extended Diploma (UAL)
Film and Video
Level 3  AS/A Level
Film Studies
Level 3  AS/A Level

GCSE Specification Coursework – 60% of the marks
This included all work covered in Year 10 and 11 including mock exams.
Several small assignments are developed during this time and one large
sustained project.

Exam (Externally Set Task) – 40% of the marks
This can be approached as a personal project with a range of project starting
points set by the exam board.
8 weeks preparation time
10 hour exam set across two school days to create a final piece.
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https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/3-dimensional-design-(product-design)/a-level
https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/art-and-design/btec-level-1-introductory-diploma
https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/art-and-design/ual-diploma---level-2
https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/creative-media-production-and-technology-(tv-and-film)/level-3-diploma-extended-diploma-(ual)
https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/fashion-and-textiles/a-level
https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/fashion-and-textiles/level-3-diploma-extended-diploma-(ual)
https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/film-and-video/as-a-level
https://www.exe-coll.ac.uk/Course/film-studies/as-a-level


Assessment Objectives and
Percentages in Examination

Year by Year
Intent

Cycle by Cycle Intent - Clear Areas of Knowledge
(big topics), Skills and Assessment Objectives
(linked to GCSE Spec), Cross Curricular Links and
Opportunities (where is this topic/knowledge
delivered elsewhere in the school (and is that
department more “expert”).

Where will this cycle be revisited/ where has
this been taught before (interleaving)?

Year 11:
Understand
what each of
the Assessment
Objectives
mean and how
to interpret
them.

Exams - What Final Exams/NEAs will they take
(and key topic area if appropriate)

Cycle 14
AQA GCSE Fine Art
Externally Set Task - themes determined by the
exam board at the start of the Spring Term
AO1 Develop ideas through investigations,
demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
A02 Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and
experimenting with appropriate media, materials,
techniques and processes.
A03 Record ideas, observations and insights relevant
to intentions as work progresses.
A04 Present a personal and meaningful response that
realises intentions and demonstrates understanding
of visual language.

The Externally Set Task should be a showcase
for the students to explore further a theme of
their choice and revisit any number of skills
from C 1-13

Assessment Week: EST 10 hour exam end of
March

Cycle 13 Mock Exam Preparation and Final Piece
Introduce portraiture/identity include reference
to the natural form project

C1-13
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Assessment Week: Year 11 Exam Day in
December

Year 10:
Develop the
Formal
Elements of Art
and develop
their
understanding
of critical
studies.

Cycle 12 Surface Pattern Extended into Print or
Ceramics / Painting  inc Year 10 exam piece
AO1, AO2,AO3 &AO4 Extend elements of C11
into a personalised project.

Reference to C11 for an understanding of the
content of AO’s and skills

All Cycles which address the formal elements
will be extended during C12

Assessment Week: Exam

Cycle 11 Personal Identity
AO1 Introduce students to a range of artists who
have represented this theme in a personal style
A02 Explore drawing and presentation
techniques in the sketchbook using several
drawing and painting methods
A03 Focus on annotation, photog and drawing
A04 Develop a final piece in response to at least
one artist outline in AO1.

C1 Portrait drawing using formal elements of
art
C7 Luke Dixon - contouring facial features and
proportion
C8 Travis Bedel and Da Vinci for developmental
references
All cycles for annotation and presentation skills
C9 Messages. Adding content and personal
relevance to the project

Assessment Week: Final piece in response to at
least one artist referred to in AO1

Cycle 10   Broomhill Trip / Natural Forms
AO1 Build and develop a thematic approach to
our natural environment making reference to
contemporary and traditional artistic styles.
A02 Explore a range of materials and techniques
based on imagery from Broomhill Art Hotel and
environment using printing methods, clay
sculpture, drawing and painting.
A03 Take photographs and develop observational
studies from the plants and sculptural forms.
Annotation evident throughout.
A04 Develop a personal response to the trip.

C9 - Collage, relief, montage, drawing, painting
Photography/ Drawing

C6,7&5 - Photography skills (taking and digitally
enhancing photographs)

C3&8 - Ceramic sculpture based on Carol Peace
and Kate Malone

Assessment Week: Students present a personal response to Broomhill art reflecting at least three
of the formal elements of art.

Year 9:
Independent
thinking and
personalised
interpretation
of the learning
objectives

Cycle 9 Messages / Issues
AO1  Develop ideas - personal interpretation of
the theme messages. Conflict/Social Issues /
Messages/Guernica Picasso. What is the concept
behind the piece of work. What does it tell us?
Understand typography and monochromatic
colour.
A02 Collage, relief, montage, drawing (fineliner
pen and wash, tonal pencil, oil pastel and white
pencil onto black paper
A03 Photography/ Drawing
A04 Design, Development multimedia piece

C1 C4 & C7 multi media techniques bringing
together and developing a range of drawing,
painting and collage techniques using a more
personal interpretation of the theme.

C3 oil pastel development

Assessment Week: Mixed media card relief/collage/montage extending the project theme - Text

Cycle 8 Anatomy Project SMSC
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AO1 Design 3D sculpture show direct influence
of Travis Bedel’s work. Look at Da Vinci’s
anatomical illustrations to support.
A02 Explore clay, tissue wire work, fantasy film,
found objects, paint. Monoprinting also an
option
A03 Draw from anatomical and flower based
objects, photograph natural forms
A04 3D sculpture with reference to Travis Badel
and Leonardo Da Vinci’s work.

C1 Drawing techniques, surfaces
C1,4,6,5,7 Critical studies and annotation
techniques. Leonardo Da Vinci &Travis Bedel

C5&C3 design a more complex 3D sculpture
using a variety of materials in addition to clay

Assessment Week: Drawing of 3D sculpture with annotation to make direct links to T Badel and L
Da Vinci’s work

Cycle 7  ICT Luke Dixon Portraits
AO1 Referencing and developing Luke Dixon
inspired self portraits into portraits using line,
tone, pattern. Develop Google Slides
presentation
A02 Range of pens to explore line weight,
density and contouring to show the form of the
face.  Photoshop development
A03 Photography, drawing using PSP
A04 Two portraits showing clear connection to
Luke Dixon’s work.

C2,6 Photography techniques
C6 Google Slides and Google Classroom
developed
C1 Introduction to Portraits - proportions and
formal elements - no colour
C4 Portraits with colour theory- a range of
painting styles and approaches and
compositional ideas
Photoshop skills development - more complex
tasks

Assessment Week: Extend the portrait with a more structured pattern and/or apply the portrait to
a project brief. Ie apply the final portrait design to an album, book or magazine cover.

Year 8: Secure the
understanding of
the Formal
Elements of Art

Cycle 6 ICT Jon Burgerman
AO1 Photographic terms, development of theme
Research JB’s commercial /grafitti artist
A02 Photoshop task develops doodle work from
sketchbooks
A03 Photography and drawn images
A04  PSP final piece with reference to artist.
Doodle designs applied to mock up products
using PSP

C1,2,3,4,5 Annotation and reference to critical
studies developed. Language stretched
C2 Develop Google Slides presentation ideas

Assessment Week: Apply final Doodle designs onto the surface of a product

Cycle 5 Bugs and Insects Sculpture
AO1 develop designs for a lightbulb sculpture
referring to the 3D work of Edourd Martine and
Rosalind Monks.
A02 Understand the concepts of working in 3D
using a range of materials and techniques
suitable for making delicate structures. Explore
construction methods
A03 Photography and drawing from bugs
A04 Finish 3D insect sculpture with a drawing
showing a connection to aEM and RM’s work

C1&4-Critical studies and annotation
techniques

C3 build on the skills required for creating a 3D
structure. Form, shape, texture, tone.

C4 Revisit painting techniques
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Assessment Week: Paint in the style of Abby Diamond onto a faint photocopy of the bug sculpture

Cycle 4 Portraits/Selfies - paint exploration!
AO1  Develop skills with reference to artistic
style Critical Studies - Julie Bennett and Jimmy
Law
A02 Option of watercolour, acrylic and ink
experimentation or colour pencil work- Either
material explores a range of different colour
blending techniques, texture and tone.
A03 Photography - composition at the heart of
the activity
A04 Full portrait and close up portrait in style of
an artist

C1 Build on portrait proportions and include
face expression and more complex
compositional ideas for the final piece

C2 Photography techniques inc the use of
creative filters on Instagram

Assessment Week: Enlarged painted section of the face reflecting an expression.

Year 7:
Introduce
Formal
Elements of Art
through two
and three
dimensions inc
digital art.

Cycle 3 African Art Project
AO1 Research into African Culture, mask design-
Notan Masks and pattern
A02 Clay experimentation, oil pastel -Applied,
incised and impressed clay decoration. Colour
blending introduced.
A03 Drawings and design work based on masks
A04 Clay mask and oil pastel drawing with
reference to an African tribe

C1 Extend basic drawing skills inc tone, texture
and mark making

Assessment Week: Oil pastel study of the African Clay mask

Cycle 2 ICT Surreal Dinosaur Project
AO1 Dino Characteristics - surreal environments -
20th/21stC  Surreal Art - Dinosaur Art / Surreal
environments looking at cultural landmarks
A02 Photography, PSP development, tonal
drawing focusing on dino textures and
proportions
A03 Dino Drawings, photograph toy dinos in
school grounds, tonal drawing from dinos
A04 PSP Dino piece with written annotation

C1 - develop annotation skills
C1 - Formal elements revisited. Tonal drawings
of Dinos, skin textures and dino proportion.

Assessment Week:  Literacy response to the Photoshop task

Cycle 1 Formal Elements -  Monochrome Portrait
AO1 GIacometti & Vince Low,
A02 Pencil, biro, charcoal, pastel - continuous,
line -  Key Focus Areas: Line, Tone, mark making
and texture
A03 Tonal range and facial features - Templates
to guide tonal work - focus on facial features,
proportion
A04 Tonal drawing self portrait

Assessment Week: 1 hour portrait drawing
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